94	A BOOK OF INDIAN CULTURE
By the Epic age we mean that period in our history when
the Ramayana and the Mahabharata, including the Gita,
took their final shape. It is now admitted that the
nucleus of the two Epics had been in existence long before
this period. But it was the Hindu Renaissance which
followed the decline of the Mauryan empire in the
second century B. C. that gave to these books their present
didactic form and setting. The special problem of India
then was, as it is again to-day, how to bring about a unity
in a vast mass of heterogeneous population containing"
various races with different levels of culture. The
Upanishads had no doubt proclaimed a universal religion
based on the inherent divinity of the human souL But
the age that followed that great era of religious revela-
tion was one of rather little minds. The Brahman priests
of the Sutra period made little attempt to translate the
Upanishadic ideals into the realities of life. By their
Grihya-Sutras and Dharma-Sutras they had organized theii;
own class and prescribed to themselves a rigorous disci-
pline. But they still worshipped the old gods and clung to
the old and narrow conceptions of Dharma, as if the seers
of the Upanishads had never lived and taught. The
rigour of the old sacrificial religion was in no way lessened
and the parochial character of the Brahmanical ethics
was still maintained. Except for the advance in the Law
of Karma and the recognition of the sovereign virtue of
the new Atma-Vidya taught in the Upanishads, the
religion of the early Sutras was in no way different from
that of the pre-Upanishadic period. The Brahmans of the
Sutra age never attempted to remould * their institutions
in the light of the new universal religion. Meanwhile
what they never attempted to do Buddha attempted and
succeeded for a time. That great statesman and teacher

